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Abstract—The purpose of this paper was to adapt and validate the Sport-Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale-2 (SMPS-2) for the Brazilian population using a three-step approach. For content validity, four participants translated the SMPS-2 to Portuguese and six experts adapted the content. Construct validity sample was tested with 395 athletes from a set of individual and team sports. Temporal validity was evaluated with an independent sample of 80 athletes with two data collections. Data analysis was conducted through Content Validity Coefficient (CVC), Cronbach’s alpha, Composite Reliability (CR) and Exploratory (EFA) and Confirmatory (CFA) analyses. Results showed that the Portuguese version contained clear and relevant questions (CVC > .80) and good internal consistency (α > .70/CR > .70); EFA model revealed a four factor solution with 24 items as more satisfying while CFA confirmed the SMPS-2 model with 24 items was adequate. Multi-group analysis showed partial gender invariance. Temporal stability was achieved in all 24 items of the scale (ICC > .75). We concluded that the SMPS-2 is a valid measure for the assessment of perfectionism of the Brazilian sport context.
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Resumo—“Adaptação e validação da Escala Multidimensional de Perfeccionismo no Esporte-2 (SMPS-2) para o contexto brasileiro.” O objetivo do presente trabalho foi adaptar e validar a Sport-Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale-2 (SMPA-2) para uso em população brasileira por meio de três etapas. Para a validação do conteúdo, quatro participantes traduziram a SMPS-2 para o português e seis especialistas adaptaram o conteúdo. A amostra de validação de constructo foi composta por 395 atletas de modalidades esportivas individuais e coletivas. A validade temporal foi avaliada com uma amostra independente de 80 atletas com duas coletas de dados. A análise dos dados foi realizada com o Coeficiente de Validez de Conteúdo (CVC), o α de Cronbach, a Confiabilidade Composta (CC) e a Análise Fatorial Exploratória (AFE) e Confiomatária (AFC). Os resultados evidenciaram que a versão em português contém questões claras e relevantes (CVC > 0,80); além disso, a SMPS-2 apresentou consistência interna satisfatória (α > 0,70/CC > 0,70). A AFE revelou uma solução de quatro fatores com 24 itens como mais satisfatória, enquanto a AFC confirmou que o modelo da SMPS-2 com 24 itens teve ajuste satisfatório. A análise multigrupos apontou invariância de gênero parcial. Foi obtida a estabilidade temporal da escala com 24 itens (ICC > 0,75). Concluiu-se que a SMPS-2 é um instrumento válido para a avaliação do perfeccionismo no contexto esportivo brasileiro.

Palavras-chave: análise fatorial, psicometria, psicologia do esporte, medida

Resumen—“Adaptación y Validación de la Escala Multidimensional de Perfeccionismo en el Deporte-2 (SMPS-2) para el contexto brasileño.” El objetivo del presente trabajo ha sido adaptar al portugués y validar la Sport-Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale-2 (SMPS-2) para uso en población brasileña a través de tres pasos. Para ello, cuatro participantes han traducido la SMPS-2 al portugués y seis especialistas han adaptado el contenido. La muestra de validación de constructo ha sido compuesta por 395 deportistas de modalidades individuales y colectivas. La validación temporal fue evaluada con una muestra independiente de 80 jugadores en dos momentos. Para el análisis de los datos, se han utilizado el Coeficiente de Validez de Contenido (CVC), el α de Cronbach, la Confiabilidad Compuesta (CC) y el Análisis Factorial.
Introduction

Perfectionism is a personality trait that has become increasingly important within sport and exercise studies as a characteristic associated with adaptive and maladaptive outcomes (Dunn, Causgrove Dunn & Syrotuk, 2002; Flett & Hewitt, 2005; Gotwals, Dunn, Dunn & Stoll, 2012; Stoebcr & Otto, 2006). It is a multidimensional construct and defined as an individual’s desire to reach a flawless performance, generally seeking high achievements standards established by oneself or his/her peers (Flett & Hewitt, 2002). Thus, the ability to adequately evaluate perfectionism is a current need to the development of sport and sport psychology sciences in general, especially in Brazil where no such instrument has been validated for sport contexts.

Perfectionism is a domain-specific concept (Dunn, Gotwals, & Causgrove Dunn, 2005). Therefore, the way perfectionism is understood within sports context might differ from the way it is applied in other environments such as work or family. Hence, evaluating perfectionism with a sport specific instrument is determinant. However, to the extent of our literature review, no sport specific perfectionism scale has been validated to Brazilian context. Also, further research is needed to provide more evidence of internal structure validity for one of the most used perfectionism scales in sport settings (Sport Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale-2/SMPS-2) (Gotwals, Dunn, Causgrove Dunn & Gamache, 2010).

To this date, despite a number of studies reporting reliability indicators of perfectionism’s theoretical model evaluated by SMPS-2 (Dunn, Gotwals, Causgrove Dunn & Syrotuk, 2006; Gotwals et al., 2010; Parker & Adkins, 1995; Soares, Gomes, Macedo, & Azevedo, 2003), there is not a consensus in the literature about the coherence of its internal structure, provided by confirmatory measures for latent models such as confirmatory factor analysis. There is, although, evidence supporting the latent model; however these results do not imply that the 42 items scale is internally consistent (Gotwals et al., 2010). Actually, few studies have evaluated SMPS-2’s validity with cross-cultural studies and with different performance level samples. Furthermore, several psychometric properties were tested and validated but internal structure has repeatedly been reported as inconsistent (Gotwals & Dunn, 2009).

The most common measurement instruments used to investigate perfectionism include the Frost-Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale/FROST-MPS (Frost, Marten, Lahart, & Rosenblate, 1990) and Hewitt-Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale/HEWITT-MPS (Hewitt & Flett, 1991). Both instruments are oriented to evaluate two general dimensions broadly accepted in perfectionism studies, the intrapersonal (originated from the individual himself) and interpersonal (originated externally) (Flet & Hewitt, 2002). However, they both differ in the way perfectionism is approached to measure both theoretical dimensions. Frost’s scale evaluates six dimensions of perfectionism (personal standards, concern over mistakes, parental criticism, parental expectations, doubts in action and organization) while Hewitt’s focused on three dimensions (self-oriented perfectionism, socially prescribed correlations, other-oriented perfectionism).

In sport, the majority of perfectionism studies to date have employed FROST-MPS (Dunn et al., 2002; Gotwals & Dunn, 2009). Nevertheless, as mentioned previously, further evidence is required for domain-specific measurement instruments. In this sense, a generalist perfectionism scale might not adequately represent the construct (Gotwals et al., 2010). In order to address the context-specific needs in sport, the Sport Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale/SPORT-MPS (SMPS) (Dunn et al., 2006) was developed.

Despite SMPS’s advances, inconsistencies were still observed with psychometric properties and theoretical structure. SMPS was developed based on the multidimensional perfectionism model (Frost et al., 1990), evaluating four domains (i.e., Personal Standards, Concern Over Mistakes, Perceived Parental Pressure, Perceived Coach Pressure). However, two domains (Doubts in Action and Organization) were excluded for not showing adequate psychometric indicators (Dunn et al., 2002). Subsequent research directed to the relevance of these two domains to the evaluation of interpersonal and intrapersonal dimensions of perfectionism in sport suggested that SMPS’s first version might not represent perfectionism adequately, thus resulting in the development of SMPS-2 (Dunn et al., 2006; Gotwals & Dunn, 2009).

A Sport Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale-2/SMPS-2 (Gotwals & Dunn, 2009; Gotwals et al., 2010) was developed in order to address the deficiencies found in SMPS, including items to evaluate Doubts in Action and Organization domains, excluded in the first version. However, SMPS and SMPS-2 have demonstrated stable psychometric properties in different studies/samples, but some inconsistencies have been repeatedly reported in relation to internal coherence. Non-adequate adjustment indexes have been found when testing perfectionism’s latent model (Dunn et al., 2006; Gotwals & Dunn, 2009; Gotwals et al., 2010). All results about internal structured have generally been based on exploratory methods and not confirmatory to actually test the measurement model.

SMPS-2 has been widely used in recent studies with athletes with different ages and characteristics (Gotwals et al., 2012). Cross-cultural adaptation to Portugal was found for SMPS’s first version (Serpa, Alves, & Barreiros, 2004), but SMPS-2 has not
been adapted and validated to Portuguese language or Brazilian sports contexts. In Brazil, perfectionism has been evaluated with FROST-MPS and HEWITT-MPS (Soares et al., 2003) since no domain-specific instruments have been validated. Thus, our aim was to adapt and validate the Sport Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale-2 (SMPS-2) to the Brazilian context, aiming specifically to assess the content validity, construct validity (internal reliability, exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis), and temporal stability of the instrument.

Method

Step one – Content validity

Participants and data collection

A translation and cross-cultural adaptation expert group was constituted by thirteen professionals (four sworn translators and six PhD professors in sport psychology), who accepted freely to develop the translation, adaptation, and content validation process of the SMPS-2. After finalizing content validation a pilot study was conducted with a group of 20 athletes, who were selected by convenience and stratified by gender, aiming to assess the instrument questions about quality and coherence of language and content (Marôco, 2010). All participants provided informed consent to participate in the study.

Instrument and procedures

The Sport-Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale-2 (SMPS-2) by Gotwals and Dunn (2009) was used for the adaptation and validation process. This instrument assesses perfectionist tendencies by athletes and consists of 42 items across six subscales: Personal Standards; Concern over Mistakes; Perceived Parental Pressure; Perceived Coach Pressure; Doubts about Action; Organization (Table 1).

Answers are given on a five-point Likert type-scale (1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree). Each subscale score is calculated from the average of the sum of the items answers with which it is composed. Higher values in each dimension mean greater orientation in the target domain. Both methods for obtaining results through the medium of the items as well as the interpretation of such values were proposed by the authors of the original instrument (Gotwals & Dunn, 2009).

Approval for the study was obtained with the Ethics Committee in Human Research of the State University of Maringá (Document # 131.681/2012). Initially, formal authorization for the translation and validation of this instrument in Brazil was requested to Professor John Dunn, author of the original instrument in Canada. Sworn translators and experts in sport psychology, psychometrics and human development were contacted to translate and evaluate the clarity and relevance of the SMPS-2 items. We contacted experts in the fields who had published papers on the topic of perfectionism in sport and non-sport settings, using the Lattes platform, which is a database of researcher’s résumés in Brazil. A total of 40 PhD researchers were contacted by email. Three responded and agreed to participate in the study. Three more PhD reviewers, familiar the authors of this study, were included among Psychology researchers with known expertise on psychometrics.

This experts’ evaluation was initially individualized through a questionnaire and later performed together through a Delphi panel (Okoli & Pawlowski, 2004). A five-point Likert scale was used to verify the practical relevance and language clarity of the translated instrument (content validity), answered by the evaluators judges. These scales allowed for the investigation of the consistency of the judges’ opinions relating to the items of the instrument. In this scale we asked the judges to rate each translated item in terms of their clarity (easy to understand), pertinence (if they should be included in the test) and to classify which hypothesized dimension would be composed by that item.

Table 1. Dimensions of the Sport Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale-2 (SMPS-2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal Standards (PS)</td>
<td>1, 8, 17, 21, 23, 33, 36</td>
<td>It includes personal expectations and excessive demands that athlete establishes for in competition and as a sportsman.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern over Mistakes (COM)</td>
<td>2, 10, 16, 24, 28, 32, 39, 42</td>
<td>It points out the athlete’s negative feelings in relation to the possibility of failure in the competition and or poor performance, as well as the belief that mistakes result in a loss of respect from other athletes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Parental Pressure (PPP)</td>
<td>4, 7, 11, 15, 19, 25, 29, 38, 40</td>
<td>It describes the athlete’s perceptions about the high expectations of parents and criticisms when athlete does not achieve high levels of performance in the competition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Coach Pressure (PCP)</td>
<td>6, 13, 22, 26, 30, 35</td>
<td>It refers to the athlete’s perceptions about high levels of performance established by the coaches as well as negative interactions established with the coaches when the athlete does not achieve high levels of performance in the competition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doubts about Action (DA)</td>
<td>3, 12, 14, 20, 31, 37</td>
<td>Excessive tendency to doubt about own performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization (OR)</td>
<td>5, 9, 18, 27, 34, 41</td>
<td>It refers to the emphasis on the importance of order and organization.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regarding double translation (reverse and independent - back translation), two native Portuguese language translators were initially hired independently to translate the SMPS-2 into Brazilian Portuguese language. Two other native English language translators were then hired to convert the Portuguese translated versions back to English. English translated versions were compared with the original version of the instrument. Issues with vocabulary and expressions were discussed and adjustments were addressed by the researchers and the expert group. Portuguese versions were reviewed and some corrections were conducted by the expert group in relation to technical terms and adaptation of the items to the Brazilian context (terms “padrão” was replaced by “nível” in items 4, 23 and 25 and term “praticam” was replaced for “jogam” in item 36). Portuguese versions were unified resulting in the final version of the instrument (Pasquali, 2010).

Theoretical analysis of the initial 42 items of the SMPS-2 was performed through content validity (Hernández-Nieto, 2002). This technique also checks judges’ agreement regarding items classification in their dimensions. Content validity analysis considering clarity of language and practical relevance was performed by a coefficient for each item of the instrument (CCVi) and for the questionnaire as a whole (CCVt). Six judges answered a spreadsheet that included: (a) items evaluation; (b) three criteria for analysis and (c) a field for notes if judges wanted to make suggestions, add or remove any item. Criteria for analysis were clarity of language, practical relevance and theoretical dimension to which the item belongs. After the adaptation process, a pilot study was performed with the final version of the instrument in 20 male and female athletes of different sports.

Data analysis

For content validity coefficient calculation, a guiding principles commonly accepted in the specialized literature (Hernandez-Nieto, 2002), with a cutoff of .80 was used. We used the Kappa coefficient (≥ .75) to analyze the concordance index between judges for the theoretical dimensions of the items.

Step two – Construct validity

Participants and data collection

After cross-cultural adaptation and content validity, internal consistency and construct validity of the SMPS-2 were tested. The sample was initially 428 male and female adult athletes; however 33 participants did not answer one or more items of the instrument. Thus, these subjects were excluded from the study, since missing values might influence the model fit. Therefore, our final construct validation sample was composed by 395 adult athletes from team and individual sports (186 female and 209 male) participating in the final phase of the Paraná State Open Games (JAPS)-2012. Athletes were from different regions of Brazil with an average age of 22.53 ± 5.92 years.

The sample size for EFA and CFA was determined based on the recommendations of at least 10 subjects per item of the instrument (Hair et al., 2005). Although, due to sample loss mainly because of answering errors, our final sample had not achieved the average of 10 subjects per item; the average in this study was 9 subjects per item. To ensure sample adequacy we applied a Monte Carlo Bootstrapping technique and calculated the power for the analysis (MacCallum, Browne, & Sugawara, 1996). Participants were devoted to the following modalities: athletics (33); basketball (23); beach volleyball (38); cycling (12); handball (75); indoor football (24); judo (38); rhythmic gymnastics (10); rugby (15); swimming (43); taekwondo (42); tennis (10) and volleyball (32).

Study inclusion criteria were to: 1) have participated in national competitions during the 2012 season; 2) have participated in the modality’s State Championship during the 2011/2012 season; 3) be qualified for the finals of the JAPS 2012, thus, representing the best athletes and high performance teams; and 4) provide (signed) informed consent to participate in the study.

Instrument and procedures

The instrument used was the Sport-Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale-2 (SMPS-2), which was translated and adapted to Brazilian context in Step 1. Regarding data collection, we contacted Paraná State Department of Sports (JAPS organizer commission) in order to obtain approval for the research with athletes and teams participating in the competition. We then sent the informed consents to the players who agreed to participate in the research. SMPS-2 application was conducted in the athletes’ accommodations in the city where the competition took place in the second half of 2012.

Data analysis

Data was analyzed using SPSS version 19.0 and Amos version 17.0. Sample characteristics data were analyzed descriptively (mean and standard deviation) for continuous data and frequency (percentage) for categorical data. With the Portuguese adapted version of SMPS-2 we calculated Cronbach’s alpha and composite reliability (internal consistency), exploratory (EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) (factorial validity) to verify construct validity of the instrument through: a) items individual reliability; b) absolute, incremental and parsimonious fit indexes; and c) average variance extracted to examine the convergent validity (Devellis, 2003; Kline, 2012).

Since the SMPS-2 has been repeatedly reported with inconsistencies in its latent structure (Gotwals & Dunn, 2010), we opted to approach construct validity initially with an exploratory methodology to check the theoretical dimensionality in its Portuguese translated version. Matrix correlations were calculated to evaluate the association between items in their hypothesized dimensionality clustering. EFA was conducted through Unweighted Least Square with a Direct Oblique Rotation (Oblimin).
Validation of the SMPS-2/Validação da SMPS-2

Initially, following a statistical approach, Kaiser-Mentler-O and Bartlett’s indices were tested. In addition, eigenvalues analysis was conducted using Kaiser Criterion (<1), Cattel criterion (scree plot graphical display) and Parallel analysis, suggesting the amount of factors to retain. Theoretic definitions regarding SMPS-2 constructs and semantic content were considered to define which factor solution was more satisfying. Sample adequacy measure of each item was performed using anti-image matrix (MAS > .70 r < .09). Factor loadings above .35 were kept in the exploratory model (Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, & Tatham, 2005). These criteria were repeatedly used until an acceptable factor solution was obtained.

For the CFA, outliers were assessed through Mahalanobis squared distance (D²), given that the absence of such cases is a prerequisite for CFA. Normality was also verified through data univariate distribution by skewness (Sk) and kurtosis (Ku), and for multivariate distribution (Mardia coefficient for multivariate kurtosis) (ISKI < 3.0 and IKUL < 10) (Kline, 2012). Since our data did not obtain normality, we performed a Bollen-Stine bootstrap procedure to obtain a corrected Chi-squared value of the estimated coefficients for the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (Marôco, 2010). While the literature has suggested a cutoff point of .70 as adequate for the factor loadings (Hair et al., 2005), since this is SMPS-2’s first empirical evaluation in its Brazilian version, we opted to set loadings above .50 as acceptable, as suggested in the literature (Brown, 2012; Kline, 2012). In addition, we used a Bootstrapping technique to test the significance of each item factor loading with its factor (MacCallum, Browne, & Sugawara, 1996).

Thus, the SMPS-2 final model was tested through the most recommended fit indices in the literature (reference of expected values for each index): Chi-square (χ² and p-value), Goodness of Fit Index (GFI > 0.95-90), Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA < .08, I.C. 90%), Normalized Fit Index (NFI> 0.95-90), Tucker-Lewis index (TLI> 0.95-90), Adjusted Goodness Fit Index (AGFI> 0.90), Normalized Chi-Square (χ² /degrees of freedom, recommended between 1.0 and 3.0) and Comparative Fit Index (CFI> 0.95-90). These indices aim to assess whether the model shows a good fit to the data, as proposed in the literature (Byrne, 2010; Hair et al., 2005; Kline, 2012). Power analysis were conducted to test our sample adequacy, based on RMSEA estimation, thus, considering a RMSEA varying from .05 to .08 with 5% significance our sample showed 81% power (MacCallum, Browne, & Sugawara, 1996).

Convergent validity was assessed through the Average Variance Extracted (AVE) and values higher or close to .50 were considered acceptable indicators of convergent validity (Hair et al., 2005). Discriminant validity was assessed by comparing the AVE with the squared correlation between factors (Marôco, 2010). Composite reliability (CR) was calculated using CFA results, given that this measure provides the index of internal consistency of the instrument dimensions through the factor loadings of the respective items. Values greater than .70 were considered indicators of suitable composite reliability (Nunnally & Berstein, 1994).

Invariance analysis of the measurement model in the sporting context between men and women was evaluated firstly with the individual adjustment of the model (same indexes used in the previous CFA) to each of the groups. Then invariance was assessed in both groups by comparing the free model (with factor weights and covariances of free factors) with a constrained model in which the factor weights and covariances of the two groups were fixed. A statistical significant difference of the two models was evaluated with a Chi-Square test (Marôco, 2010).

Step three - Temporal validity

Participants and data collection

After the translation and adaptation to Portuguese language and construct validation, 80 athletes from different sports of the state of Paraná were selected by a non-probability convenience approach for the temporal stability analysis (test-retest reliability) of the scale. This sample was independent from the one previously analyzed. Athletes answered questionnaires at two different times (test-retest) with an interval of 7 days after initial testing (Marôco, 2010). All athletes signed an Informed Consent Form.

Instrument and procedures

The instrument used was the Sport-Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale-2 (SMPS-2), which was translated and adapted to Brazilian context in Step 1 and validated as to construct in Step 2. Regarding data collection, we sent the consent form to Brazilian context in Step 1 and validated as to construct in Step 2. The instrument used was the Sport-Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale-2 (SMPS-2), which was translated and adapted to Brazilian context in Step 1 and validated as to construct in Step 2. Regarding data collection, we sent the consent form to the athletes that agreed to participate in our temporal validity sample. Again, data collection was performed where training sessions took place, in a predetermined time by the coaches during the second half of 2012, with an interval of 7 days between test and retest.

Data analysis

Temporal stability was assessed through the intraclass correlation coefficient, verifying the test-retest reliability of the instrument. The minimum index (r > .75) recommended by the literature (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994) was adopted for this study.

Results

Content validity

All SMPS-2 dimensions obtained clarity of language and practical relevance coefficients above .81. This finding indicated that the translated and adapted version of the SMPS-2 presents clear language to Portuguese, while also being relevant and pertinent to the Brazilian sporting context.

SMPS-2 item classification agreement among judges (Kappa coefficient) for Personal Standards, Concern over Mistakes,
Perceived Parental Pressure, Perceived Coach Pressure, Doubts about Action and Organization dimensions was .87, indicating that the evaluators found that SMPS-2 items corresponded to the underlying dimensions. Moreover, the expert group (researchers and evaluators judges) evaluated judges’ comments and suggestions regarding the suitability of the items. There was no need to change the content of the adapted instrument after the pilot study.

Descriptive statistics and internal reliability

Descriptive analysis showed that athletes resorted to the five response possibilities for each of the 42 items of SMPS-2. Average response for the items ranged from 2.27 ± 1.26 and 3.79 ± 1.03, respectively illustrating the lowest and highest averages in items 19 (“I feel like I am criticized by my parents for doing things less than perfectly in competition”) and 1 (“If I do not set the highest standards for myself in my sport, I am likely to end up a second-rate player”). General index of internal reliability of the SMPS-2 was .94. However, as it is a multidimensional scale, it is more important to calculate the reliability of each dimension separately. Cronbach’s alpha for each dimension was satisfactory, ranging from α = .70 to α = .90. Item-scale correlations ranged from .50 ≤ r ≤ .80, indicating moderate to strong correlation between dimensions and their items. Factor weights (correlations between individual items and their factors) are considered significant when the value is equal or greater than .50 (PF ≥ .50).

Exploratory factor analysis

Analyzing the correlation patterns among items within their theoretical dimensions suggested inconsistencies with SMPS-2’s factor structure in the Portuguese translated version. Low and not significant item vs. item correlation (< .20) were observed among items within dimensions PS, DA, PPP and COM, showing potential problems for construct validity evaluation. Further, several items had strong correlations with items in other dimensions, indicating possible dimensionality problems. EFA analysis with the 42 translated items showed adequate KMO (.92) and significant Bartlett test (p = .001). Kaiser criterion suggested 8 factors to retain, while Catell criteria and Parallel analysis pointed to 4 factors, therefore we tested 4 to 8 factor solutions. Solutions with 7 and 8 factors were discarded due to poor item distribution among dimensions, with factors containing only one or two items. Next, we tested a six factors model, hypothesizing to find the same structure as the original SMPS-2. However, communalities ranged from .25 to .68, with items 5, 16, 21, 22, 26, 31 and 37 showing low FL (< .50). Also, items 23, 30, 35 had factor loadings below .32 (expecting at least 10% explanation of the latent factor). Not surprisingly, most of these items showed problems with correlation, as stated beforehand. Items 2, 6, 8, 10, 13, 16, 22, 23, 24, 33, 36 loaded or had cross loadings with higher magnitude on factors different from the ones initially hypothesized. Specifically, we observed problems with the factors PCP and PS, since three items originally hypothesized as pertaining to Personal Standards factor, actually loaded on Organization (33 and 36). Perceived Coach Pressure, on the other hand, had problems with items 22, 26, 30 and 35.

Since our six factorial solution was not acceptable, we returned to the analysis of the correlation matrix and observed a strong association between items hypothesized as belonging to Personal Standards and Organization. While this association has been reported repeatedly in the literature and some reports suggest that both dimensions configure a higher order dimension named Perfectionistic Strivings, we opted to merge the items and evaluate if they would load into one single factor. A five factor solution showed communalities ranging from .25 to .69, with items 5, 16, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 28, 31, 32, 35, 36, 42 with low values (< .50). Also, items 30 and 42 had factor loadings below 0.32 (expecting at least 10% explanation of the latent factor). Items 1, 8, 6, 13, 16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 26, 31, 33, 35, 36, 39 loaded or had cross loadings with higher magnitude on factors different from the ones initially hypothesized. Three dimensions had a sound structure (PPP, OR, DA), COM had three problematic items and PCP did not have items with loadings strong enough (above .32) to be kept. Finally, looking at the four factors solution, we observed the same problems with the same items already mentioned (1, 8, 6, 13, 16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 26, 31, 33, 35, 36, 39), with some items from PCP loading into PPP.

Thus, based on theoretical considerations of the associations between PS and OR as Personal Strivings, inconsistencies with the entire PCP factor and the semantic incongruence of some items loading with magnitude on different conceptual dimensions, and on statistical considerations described before, we opted to exclude four items from COM, one item from OR, three items from PS and one item from DA. We also decided to exclude PCP because only one item remained, loading on PPP although theoretically unbalancing the factor (PPP) that had a sound structure. Finally, EFA on the remaining 27 items had good KMO (.92) and significant Bartlett test (P = .001). All criteria for factors to retain suggested a 4 for factor solution. Communalities varied from .48 to .69, deemed acceptable. Three items (1, 8 and 37) did not load higher than .30, and were also excluded; all other items had loadings higher than .40 with no cross loadings (Table 2). This four factorial solution with 24 items was found satisfactory to be tested with CFA, with factors named Personal Standards and Organization, Perceived Parental Pressure, Doubts in Action, and Concerns over Mistakes.

Confirmatory factor analysis

When the SMPS-2 model was subjected to the CFA it showed differences in relation to the extent of the original version of the instrument with six dimensions, since the exploratory analysis showed that the 6 initial factors of the SMPS-2 original version did not establish well in the Brazilian version. Thus, the model analyzed by the CFA postulates the existence of four latent factors (Personal Standards-Organization, Concern over Mistakes, Perceived Parental Pressure, and Doubts about Action).
Based on the assessment of items individual reliability of SMPS-2, through the weights of the factor loadings, we found in the initial model (M1) that all the 24 items loaded into their factors with magnitude greater than .50 (p < .001). Moreover, the model with 24 items obtained acceptable fit \( \chi^2(246) = 550.68; \chi^2/df = 2.24; \) CFI = .92; GFI = .90; AGFI = .89; TLI = .91; RMSEA = .05 (C.I. .05-.07); AIC = 658.62; BIC = 873.54; MECVI = 1.69. Nevertheless, the Modification Indexes suggested correlations between measure errors of items from the same factors. Thus, the final model (M2) showed a correlation between the errors of items 7 and 11, 9 and 18, 19 and 29. These correlations between the errors were weak (r < .30) and between items from the same factor, which does not disturb the adjustment and theoretical acceptance of the model.

The factor structure of the SMPS-2 modified model (M2), relative to the overall model fit had \( \chi^2(243) = 490.71 \) and significant to \( p < .001 \), suggesting a poor fit. However, other absolute fit measures obtained values acceptable by the literature (GFI = .92; RMSEA = .05, C.I. .04-.06). Regarding incremental fit measures, TLI (.93) and AGFI (.91) achieved the recommended level of .90, supporting with credibility the acceptance of the modified model with 24 items. Concerning the parsimonious fit measures, standard Chi-square (\( \chi^2/df = 2.01 \) was adequate to recommended levels from 1.0 to 3.0, and CFI (.94) achieved the recommended level (> .90).

Further, the modified model was found to have better values in the indices based on information theory (AIC = 604.71; BIC = 831.50; MECVI = 1.55) compared to the initial model. The contents of the modified model (M2) showed a good fit for Brazilian athletes, proving satisfactory construct validity (factorial) of the instrument to Portuguese language. Figure 1 presents the estimates of the CFA final model (M2), which also describes the relationship between the dimensions and indicators in the solution found for the SMPS-2 data of validation. In the analysis of standard solution (or the estimated parameters after CFA), the factorial saturations (\( \lambda \)) showed moderate and strong values ranging from .52 to .80 and their bootstrap replications (\( p < .001 \)) and Confidence Interval (I.C. 95%) indicated stability of loadings estimation and consequent adjustment of the model fit to the data. All SMPS-2 items showed factor loadings with significant values in latent factors hypothesized. This indicates that the structure found in the EFA of the scale is replicated in the CFA.
The values of average variance extracted (AVE) were as follows: Organization/Personal Standards (OPS) = .38; Concern over Mistakes (COM) = .50; Perceived Parental Pressure (PPP) = .51; and Doubts about Action (DA) = .39. Two factors (Personal Standards/Organization and Doubts about Action) have shown convergent validity below the limit (.50). The AVE values were compared with the squared correlations (SC) between the factors in order to evaluate the discriminant validity. We observed that the factor OPS revealed to be discriminant to the others (AVE> SC), while the factors COM, PPP and DA showed higher SC between them than their AVE. This result is expected since COM, PPP and DA assess a similar construct, the perfectionist concerns.

The values of CR for internal consistency were as follows: Personal Standards/Organization = .81; Concern over Mistakes = .80; Perceived Parental Pressure = .91; and Doubts about Action = .71. All factors showed a satisfactory CR, which confirms the internal consistency of the SMPS-2 modified model with 24 items.

By analyzing the configurational invariance of the SMPS-2 modified model with 24 items between men and women \( \chi^2(484) = 808.51; \frac{\chi^2}{df} = 1.67; \text{CFI} = .92; \text{GFI} = .89; \text{TLI} = .92; \text{RMSEA} = .041 (.03-.06); P(\text{RMSEA} < .05) = .90 \), we observed that the model showed an acceptable fit between male athletes and female, indicating that the proposed structure remains stable for both groups. We also found that the model with fixed
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constricted factor weights in athletes (men x women) did not show an adjustment significantly worse than the model with free parameters \[\chi^2_{ew}(20) = 29.157, p = .085\], i.e., the model with fixed factor weights fits well to both groups as the model with free parameters, showing the metric equivalence of the measure weights between men and women. Nevertheless, the structural invariance of the model was not obtained \[\chi^2_{ew}(30) = 49.696; p = .013\], demonstrating that the levels of correlation between factors are not the same for both groups. This demonstrates the partial invariance of the Brazilian version of the SMPS-2, since configurational and metric invariance were observed.

Thus, the numbering and reordering of the items by the four dimensions were corrected for the validation process completion of the SMPS-2 with 24 items: Personal Standards-Organization (items 4, 9, 13, 17, 18, 19, 23); Concern over Mistakes (items 14, 16, 21, 24); Perceived Parental Pressure (items 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 12, 15, 20, 22); and Doubts about Action (items 1, 6, 7, 11).

Temporal validity of the SMPS-2

The intraclass correlation indicated the confirmation of test-retest reliability (temporal stability) of the scale. All items obtained coefficients above the minimum ratio recommended by the literature \((r > .75)\). By grouping the 24 items the average intraclass correlation was found to be .81, indicating the temporal stability of the scale items. As it is a multidimensional instrument, it was found that all SMPS-2 dimensions showed intraclass correlation coefficient between \(r = .76\) and \(r = .85\), which indicates a strong reliability between test and retest for the validation sample.

Discussion

This is the first study to conduct a cross-cultural adaptation and validation of a sport-specific perfectionism characteristic scale to Brazilian Portuguese. This is also the first study to show psychometric evidence for the SMPS-2 with a high performance athlete sample. Most psychometric properties reports have been conducted with college athletes (Gotwals & Dunn, 2009; Gotwals et al., 2010). The Brazilian version of the SMPS-2 showed satisfactory results in content analysis, construct validity, and temporal validity. It is important to mention that the scale was reduced to 24 items distributed through 4 dimensions in contrast to the original 42 items SMPS-2, respecting individual reliability and adjustment criteria (Marôco, 2010). In a general sense, the SMPS-2 psychometric properties follow the findings of previous researchers (Gotwals & Dunn, 2009; Gotwals et al., 2010).

It is our understanding that a validation process and psychometric properties analysis of psychological measure, such as perfectionism, is an ongoing continuous process requiring a multiple methods approach (Devellis, 2003). As a result we executed different methods and alternate approaches with different samples. In our research, each analysis corroborated the results of the previous one, thus verifying a cross-cultural adaptation and validation of SMPS-2. On the other hand, this manuscript also advances the literature with evidence not previously reported such as exploratory and confirmatory analysis with the same model, invariance analysis and temporal validity.

Content validity

Initially, our main target was to analyze the cross-cultural adaptation and content validity of the SMPS-2 into Portuguese language as a tool to assess the athletes’ perfectionism traits in the sporting context. The SMPS-2 adapted and translated versions showed values of content validity similar to those found in the literature (Gotwals et al., 2010). The final structure of the test was comprised of six constructs (Personal Standards, Concern over Mistakes, Perceived Parental Pressure, Perceived Coach Pressure, Doubts about Action, and Organization), similar to the original scale (Gotwals & Dunn, 2009). This consistency with the original scale allowed perfectionism to be evaluated in the Brazilian context in accordance to the literature. Our findings showed that the adaptation obtained agreement and relevance to the athletes of the pilot study, corroborating the results of the content validity analysis. This result also adds evidence for the content validity of the 6 factors of SMPS-2 with a high performance athlete’s sample.

Exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis

In a general sense, the Brazilian version of SMPS-2 showed satisfactory indicators of internal consistency and construct (exploratory and confirmatory) validity. However, to reach an adequate adjustment in the factor structure of the latent model, eighteen items which did not adjust properly in the EFA were excluded. In addition, the factor ‘Perceived Coach Pressure’ was not retained and the factors ‘Organization’ and ‘Personal Standards’ were clustered. Thus, the final version was constituted by 24 items and 4 dimensions, with good model fit and few small correlations between errors of items from the same factor.

Reliability scores for each factor met internal consistency criteria (Cronbach’s alpha) present in the literature, being equal or higher than .70 (Blunch, 2008; Hair et al., 2005). Similar results for reliability were found for each dimension of the scale separately confirming that the items are precise in their measures in relation to each dimension of origin. Internal consistency coefficients for the SMPS-2 were similar to the original scale’s validation (Gotwals & Dunn, 2009) and other scales evaluating perfectionism (e.g., Parker & Adkins, 1995). Values for item-dimension correlation \((r > .50)\) were satisfactory (Table 2) (Nunnally & Berstein, 1994).

SMPS-2’s main inconsistencies with the original scale were verified with EFA and CFA. Initially, fifteen out of 42 items had problematic factor loadings and/or communalities indicators in the EFA and correlation matrix. Specifically, we observed problems with individual items within all dimensions, but two results need to be addressed. Firstly, in relation to the PS dimension, strong significant correlations were observed with OR items. Also, EFA results indicated items with cross loadings or
changing loading magnitude between PS to OR. This result is not entirely surprising since reports have indicated the existence of a higher order perfectionism dimension (Perfectionistic Strivings) composed by PS and OR (Gotwals et al., 2012). One explanation is that PS and OR would be inclined as more adaptive perfectionism, even related to more self-determined outcomes and sport performance (Gotwals & Dunn, 2010; Gotwals et al., 2012). Therefore, we chose to statistically evaluate a factor solution with fewer dimensions to perceive the behavior of PS and OR items all together. Because the PS items with enough criteria to be kept in the model and OR questions loaded together, we decided to merge both factors as ‘Organization and Personal Standards’ (OPS).

The second issue to be discussed was more intriguing, since it was related to the sport specific dimension, PCP. PCP as a whole factor did not demonstrate enough statistical evidence to be kept in the latent model. Although this result needs to be carefully analyzed, one possible explanation might be the Brazilian sporting structure and career development itself. It has been widely stated that our athletes deal with hard scenario to reach high performance (Brandão & Vieira, 2013). Brazil’s sport talent development programs are still scarce. Young athletes sports practice tend to contrast with a student and, sometimes, professional (not in sport) career (see Brandão & Vieira, 2013 for a review). Especially in non-highly structured sports such as the ones in our sample, without a specific professionalization, counseling programs for early career stages are not connected to academic development program such as in the USA (Murphy, Blustein, Bohlig, & Platt, 2011).

Although coaches’ pressure exists (Dunn et al., 2006), our results suggest that it might not be the major influence to perfectionism development throughout a career, which seems to be marked by other expectancies and problems as shown by the solidity of other factors such as PPP, COM or OPS. Also, recent reports have shown that coaches pressure tend to become more relevant as higher the level of the competition, especially for elite athletes (Flet & Hewitt, 2005; Murphy et al., 2011). Finally, since perfectionism is a trait continuously developed, but more influenced in early stages of career (Dunn et al., 2002), while the athlete is going through infancy or adolescence, it seems reasonable to state that coaches might not be the strongest influence during this stage. However, these results still need to be further tested and analyzed with caution.

From a statistical standpoint, similar problems with adjustment item-item levels were also evidenced in the literature for items 8, 17, 2 and 30 (Gotwals & Dunn, 2009) and 1, 2 and 24 (Gotwals et al., 2010). Our results reiterated the inconsistencies already reported within SMPS-2 items structure. In both studies the authors verified inconsistencies with the CFA model, choosing to conduct EFA to verify internal structure adequacy. In addition, some of the items excluded in our 24 items model were also reported with problems in the first version of the SMPS (Dunn et al., 2006). This finding suggest that both versions of the instrument (SMPS and SMPS-2) still require further research with different approaches to establish a more stable internal structure such as our CFA approach. Our CFA findings confirm the reliability of perfectionism as a multidimensional theoretical construct (previously analyzed and validated by Gotwals & Dunn, 2009 and Gotwals et al., 2010), however, hereby evaluated by 24 items across in 4 dimensions.

Although our CFA results support the model’s convergent validity, we identified some correlations between errors among items from the same factors (as seen in Figure 1). However, these correlation coefficients were weak (< .40) and, according to the literature, doesn’t affect the factor structure (Blunch, 2008; Byrne, 2010; Kline, 2012), which is the case of our study. Further, two factors (DA and OPS) have not achieved the satisfactory convergent validity (AVE > .50), showing that this limitation must be explored for future studies. Furthermore, for discriminant validity, values pointed out for the discriminant ability between OPS with all other variables, as excepted, separating adequately a dimension oriented to Perfectionistic Strivings with the others directed to the construct of Perfectionistic Concerns (Dunn et al., 2006). However, it is important to highlight that some dimensions (DA and COM) did not perform well and need to be further investigated. Although this result might be explained by the theoretical hypothesis of approximation among the items as a Perfectionistic Concern higher order factor (Stoeber & Otto, 2006), this result must be faced carefully as a potential colinearity within the instrument (Hair et al., 2005). Nevertheless, since other psychometric properties were deemed acceptable among dimensions, we opted to maintain the structure developed.

The SMPS-2 model adequacy was also evidenced with the invariance (configurational and metric) analysis considering gender. Our results indicated adjusted fitness without gender differences. However, structural invariance was not found, indicating that the levels of the correlation between factors are not the same for different groups (Byrne, 2010). Importantly, structural invariance does not assess the variability of the psychometric properties of the instrument, thus not compromising the structural reliability of the model (Sass, 2011).

These results reveal that our 24 items version is flexible enough to be used among male and female athletes, a primary psychometric condition to be tested to allow group comparison based on SMPS-2 as outcome (Maróco, 2010). These results are another original evidence of SMPS-2 internal consistency, yet not reported in the literature.

Temporal validity

All SMPS-2 items and dimensions proved satisfactorily correlated with their own retest and there were no observed negative correlations between items and dimensions (Nunnally & Berstein, 1994) were observed. The reliability analysis using the intraclass correlation coefficient showed that both the 24 items as the four dimensions of SMPS-2 showed no adherence to extremes, demonstrating the reliability of intraclass correlation values. The phenomenon of acquiescence (whether positive or negative) was not observed in any cases, which indicates that it is reliable data (Blunch, 2008). The SMPS-2 intraclass correlation results indicate the temporal validity of the Brazilian instrument to measure perfectionism. No study verifying the
temporal validity of the scale was published in the literature to date. This is a novel finding that provides further support to the psychometric evidence of the SMPS-2.

**Limitations and practical implications**

Apart from what was conducted in this study, SMPS and SMPS-2 original validation studies tested CFA models but did not succeed in finding satisfactory adequacy (Gotwals & Dunn, 2009; Gotwals et al., 2010). Authors opted then to use exploratory approaches (Principal Components, Principal Axis and Multidimensional Scaling) to verify and confirm SMPS and SMPS-2’s internal factor structure because CFA models fitness was not adequate. Although the authors’ solution to investigate internal structure was theoretically acceptable, CFA models are an inferential method to evaluate and confirm a latent model structure (Nunnally & Berstein, 1994). CFA models allow observing a scales’ latent functioning, besides explicitly considering measurement error (Jackson, Gillaspy Jr & Purc-S-stephenson, 2009; Marôco, 2010). However, our model tested and confirmed for the CFA had 24 items across 4 dimensions, according to the EFA model. This change in the original structure of the test is a limitation that needs attention. We addressed the need to adjust the test in our validation process; however, further studies are required to establish this version and its external validity.

Another limitation with this study is related to its geographical distribution of the sample. All our athletes were from Paraná state. However, all athletes participated in high level state or national competition and are native from different regions in Brazil. Future studies should approach these issues concerning crossed validation in a way the results may be generalized to other independent samples. Our innovation regards testing the Brazilian version with a non-college sample, as suggested by Gotwals and Dunn (2009). SMPS-2 psychometric properties behaved similarly to the Canadian version tested with college students (Gotwals et al., 2010) proving the scales’ crossed validation among samples and cultures, strengthening its consistency and reliability.

Our results demonstrate that the SMPS-2 might provide relevant information to help sport psychologists and coaches in better understanding perfectionism amongst athletes, allowing practitioners to understand different dimensions and potentially giving parameters to psychological preparation in sports context (Stoeber & Otto, 2006). However, further studies should replicate SMPS-2 psychometric properties testing with other samples and other cultures to confirm the factor solution stability found in our results, specifically with confirmatory approaches. Also, other psychometric properties need to be addressed such as external validity, responsiveness or even individual item parameters.

Similarly, criterion validity should also be further tested to explore the quality of the scale as a predicting variable to sports related variables. Since this is the first instrument to be validated to Brazilian Portuguese, more research is needed to establish evidence of SMPS-2 behavior in relation to perfectionism correlates and other perfectionism scales (Flett & Hewitt, 2002; Haase & Prapavessis, 2004). Specifically, it is relevant to suggest more studies to understand SMPS-2 behavior in relation to global perfectionism scales present in the literature (Frost et al., 1990; Hewitt & Flett, 1991). Finally, SMPS-2 in its initial 24 items and 4 dimensions version has shown to be a reliable and validated measurement and needs to be further used in applied research among Brazilian athletes as a perfectionism evaluation instrument.
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